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ABSTRACT
In this project, we use crowdsourced games to generate relevance assessments. Traditional methods for obtaining document relevance have typically used human experts. However, it quickly becomes infeasible for a limited group of
judges to generate relevance judgments for large document
collections. A more scalable alternative is to leverage crowdsourcing to generate these relevance judgments [1, 6]. However, as crowdsourced paradigms are inherently susceptible
to cheating and poor quality of labor, we propose constructing a game-based approach for crowdsourced relevance assessments, that incentivizes good quality of labor via a reward and social recognition framework. We believe that such
a game based task is more appealing to the worker, further
improving the labor quality.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The game based approach we propose may be considered
to belong to a class of games called Games With a purpose (GWAP) [11]. People are always seeking ways of entertainment and one of the most popular means is via games.
GWAPs aim to utilize this entertainment-seeking nature of
humans constructively to solve large problems that are not
easily solvable by machines.
One of the major drawbacks of crowdsourcing is that it is
highly prone to cheating. Most workers are money driven
often completing the work unsatisfactorily for the sake of
making quick bucks. [3] studied some ways of making crowdsourcing more robust to such cheating. They reported that
‘entertainment-driven’ workers are less likely to cheat as
compared to ‘money-driven’ workers. Moreover tasks that
are more engaging are likely to result in better work quality.
There has already been some work that explores the use of
games for improving the quality of crowdsourced relevance
judgments [4]. They report that such a game based approach is indeed better at avoiding cheating in crowdsourced
settings while also being much cheaper than typical models

that are based on monetary payments. While the paper
shows that this is a promising approach, they do mention
some extensions, that can further strengthen it. For one, in
their approach, the game is mostly a passive GWAP. Thus
the worker blindly plays the game without much source of
competition - while this could in fact be a significant motivating factor. They do have a leaderboard of high scores,
but this mostly lists some other unknown workers, and so
may not have a major impact.

1.1

Motivation

While we mentioned that there have already been approaches
at gamifying relevance assessments, none of them have been
much of a success. The goal of this project is to answer the
following two research questions:
RQ1: Can crowdsourced games help in achieving higher
quality relevance assessments –(while higher quality is
a subjective term, the hope is that they are suitable to
replace gold standard human judges) when compared
to conventional crowdsourced techniques?
RQ2: Can crowdsourced games reduce the percentage of
cheating and spamming as compared to conventional
crowdsourced techniques?
The driving hypothesis of our project is that if a game can
be designed to entertain, appeal or be useful to the crowdworker in learning or improving a new skill, then the answers
to both RQ1 and RQ2 will most likely be a yes.
Before we discuss our design, we would first like to delve
deeper into what are crucial aspects of designing a crowdsourced game.

1.2

Crowdsourced games : design principles

A good explanation of why crowdsourced games are likely
to succeed over the conventional crowdsourcing techniques
is provided by [8]. Whereas crowdsourcing platforms typically have a linear reward strategy (e.g pay-per-hit), the
paper shows that other reward strategies might be more appealing to the workers and help get the maximum value for
money. In particular, they propose competitive and randomized reward strategies. Another interesting point discussed
in the paper is the concept of information policies - i.e providing workers with some information on how they stand
with respect to other workers (in competitive strategies ) or

how much chance they have for winning (in a lottery based
or randomized strategy). Another interesting insight they
mention is that workers typically work for fun and money.
There are several important pros and cons of information
and reward strategies which are useful guiding principles as
we design our game. For instance a global leaderboard is
likely to discourage lower ranked workers whereas a completely hidden policy might take away the competitive appeal of the game. They therefore suggest a medium approach where the workers may be shown their standing with
respect to their k nearest neighbors, and show that it is
much more effective.
Such information policies have also proven to be appealing on extremely popular platforms like Topcoder [7]. Topcoder offers a platform for various programmers to compete
against each other in algorithmic matches. Here the players
are randomly split into different groups - a.k.a rooms with
a limit of 20 players per room. A per-room leaderboard is
typically displayed throughout the match. While these Topcoder matches have nothing to do with crowdsourcing they
do point towards effectively designing competitive games.
Another very significant motivator in games is the social
factor. For instance games on Facebook, such as QuizUp
where people can compete with their friends are very popular. Similarly CodeJam, an annual coding competition held
by Google, allows you to see how you fare with respect to
your friends, in addition to the global leaderboard.
As a concrete example of these principles that work for a
crowdsourced game, we would like to present a case study :

1.2.1

A case study : Duolingo

Duolingo [9] is a crowdsourced game that makes humans
translate text while enabling them to learn a new language.
Typically computers are much better at maintaining a dictionary, mapping words from one language to another, but
in larger sentences, where context is important, they are no
match for humans. So in Duolingo, the users start to learn
the new language vocabulary and grammar and once they
reach a particular skill level, they start applying these skills
to help translate documents. Duolingo has recently become
wildly popular having more than 12 million registered users 1
and voted as a best startup of the year.
We now describe some of the design principles in Duolingo.
As we mentioned earlier any crowdsourced game must have
some payoff for it to be appealing. The payoff in Duolingo
is that the user can learn a new language free of cost. Also
Duolingo tries to make this process as much fun as possible one user described it as addicting. To do this, it implements
some of the design principles we mentioned earlier. For example to encourage quality submissions and avoid cheating,
Duolingo introduces the idea of streaks where a player who
maintains a continuous stretch of good and persistent work
is awarded by Lingots. Lingots are a form of virtual currency
in Duolingo and may be utilized for purchasing a language
skill package that can enhance your learning.
1
http://www.businessinsider.com/
luis-von-ahn-creator-of-duolingo-recaptcha-2014-3

Similarly, social networking is a huge motivating factor in
any game. Duolingo promotes this by awarding Lingots,
every time a person invites her friend to join Duolingo. Further a person can follow her friends on Duolingo and track
their progress. Duolingo awards badges/achievements that
are displayed on the person’s profile - this further adds to
the excitement. A person can also challenge a friend to
a race where they compete to prove their language skills.
This leads to a rich, socially interactive and rewarding experience and also enhances learning. Duolingo also adopts
a medium information policy wherein people can see their
standing with respect to their friends but not globally.
So to summarize, here are a few of the key insights we have
gleaned after surveying current work in the field:
I1 : The game can be made popular if it can provide entertainment to the user and/or helps her learn a useful
new skill.
I2 : The quality of the submitted work can be improved if
a continuous stretch of good work is rewarded, rather
than each individual submission.
I3 : Games that have a competitive element are more likely
to appeal to the user. Also global leaderboards may
be demotivating so a local leaderboard design should
be adopted.
I4 : Games that have a social networking element will be
more appealing to a majority of the users. Encouraging people to invite their friends, will also improve the
crowd participation.
I5 : People generally like to play for both fun and money.
Thus virtual rewards like badges are motivating to the
user, but rewards that can offer a new benefit to the
user in the real world will likely have more appeal.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF OUR GAME DESIGN

We believe that, success of a game mainly depends on its
design [5] and based on the insights gathered above, we now
describe the design of our game to generate crowdsourced
relevance assessments. First, we have decided to make our
game appealing by allowing the user to improve an important skill : English reading and comprehension. Every year
nearly a million students appear for Graduate Record Examination (GRE), out of which nearly 500, 000 are from the US
itself. There are also other tests such as Test of English as
a Foreign Language (TOEFL) that are very popular in nonUS countries. These tests have a major section that tests
the user’s reading and comprehension skills by asking them
to read paragraphs and draw various conclusions from them
under time constraint. Clearly to succeed in these tests just
being fluent in English is not enough. In these tests, deliberate practice can hugely boost a candidate’s performance thus a platform that supports improving reading speed, and
the ability to comprehend text swiftly is highly desirable.
There are many test-prep products that are available which
offer these benefits to the buyers. However, these products
are typically not cheap and more importantly they are not
that much fun either. They will not help if for instance
the candidate wants to work on her reading skills while on a
long bus-commute or while waiting for an elevator. Learning

can also be enhanced if the students can study in a group,
challenge their friends in fun ways and keep themselves motivated via a healthy competition with their peers. This
kind of social element is totally missing from most available
test-prep suites.
Taking advantage of this gap in the area, we have designed
GRE UP! (a play on ‘gear up’) - a game that will allow
the players to improve their reading speed and comprehension capacities to perform better in an important test, while
also enabling fun interactions with their friends and giving
them the opportunity to win free swag. In what follows, we
describe the finer points of our design.

2.1

The game - ‘GRE UP!’

This will be a two-player game. In the game, both the players (say Alice and Bob) will be presented with 3 identical
paragraphs from a document. After reading each paragraph,
the player will need to enter a quick one line description of
the paragraph they just read. Once all the three descriptions
are available from Alice, their ordering will be randomized
and these jumbled three lines will be presented to Bob, and
similarly for Alice. The challenge now is that Bob will need
to guess the correct sequence of the descriptions generated
by Alice (i.e. match each description correctly to the paragraph for which it was generated). The descriptions will
be mutually available only once both the players have completed their entries for all the three paragraphs. The rules
are few and simple:
• The player who correctly guesses the ordering first will
be awarded 25 points.
• A player who correctly guesses the ordering but doesn’t
come first will earn 0 points.
• If a player guesses the ordering incorrectly, her opponent will be awarded 25 points.
• If a player successfully guesses the ordering first and
also if her opponent is unsuccessful, she will be awarded
a bonus of 50 points.
Players will be encouraged to be creative in their descriptions. They could also obfuscate them as they see fit. The
description doesn’t need to be a one line summary of the
paragraph - it should just be a clue about which paragraph
it refers to and could be something that is relevant within
a friend group. So for instance it could be something like
[lol, this reminds me of jimmy’s dog] or a twitter hashtag - [#NobelPeacePrize]. This could add a lot of fun factor
to the game and make it more relatable. Also the goal of this
entire step is to ensure that the players are engaged while
they read the paragraphs and also for ensuring that they do
not skip any paragraph. This will reduce any spamming or
laziness.
An interesting question is on the choice of the three paragraphs to display from the document. The goal is to choose
paragraphs that can be a good representation of the entire
document and thus enable the players to make good relevance assessments. As a first cut heuristic, we will pick up
the first and the last paragraph from each document and

one more paragraph, uniformly at random, excluding these
two. The first and last paragraphs have good markers indicating a document topic. The random paragraph will ensure
that most of the document get covered in different instances
of the game. We have decided to constrain the number of
paragraphs to 3 per question, since a large number of paragraphs will likely reduce the interest and engagement of the
players.
Once a player crosses a certain threshold of points, (we are
maintaining this at 100 points), a new feature will be unlocked. Now, whenever the players complete a question, a
quick dialog will be displayed asking the user What was this
about? with 5 topics including a topic N onew. The player
should pick up one or more topics (or None) that she thinks
the three paragraphs were relevant for. The correctness criteria will be, agreement with the majority of players, (based
on inputs in other instances of the game). Each correct answer will be awarded 10 points and incorrect answers will
lose 10 points. A player who maintains a streak of four consecutive correct answers will be entered to win an electronic
gift voucher - this could be a gift card from Amazon, with
a denomination as per the budget. Instead of the ‘winner
takes it all’ strategy, it would be wiser to split the budget
into small equal portions, each of which can be awarded to
different players. To maintain active interest, the winners
could be drawn from the ballot, at hourly intervals, during
peak usage times. The winners will be announced in their
friend group, thus also encouraging other people in their network. The winner will also have the option of posting this as
a status update on Facebook. A player’s name will be put in
the ballot each time she creates a new streak of four correct
answers, and the names will be drawn uniformly at random.
Thus, a player who has a consistent good performance will
theoretically be more likely to win a voucher.
In addition to these strategies, a leaderboard will be maintained for each friend group. The players will be displayed
with the total points they have amassed so far and their
mastery level. Currently we are maintaining three levels:
noob : The player has points ≤ 400 points.
hacker : The player has points ≥ 400 and ≤ 1000.
ninja : The player has points ≥ 1000.
As an incentive, hacker and ninja players will be able to
save one miss in a streak of four by ‘buying’ it with their
points. Thus, hackers can save one miss by ‘paying’ 200
points. Ninjas can save a miss by ‘paying’ 300 points. Thus
the greater your mastery at the game, the more you would
be penalized for being wrong. This kind of scoring should
help prevent expert players from dominating over noobs.
Of course most of these parameters are experimental and
there would need to be user testing and feedback before the
exact values can be decided. There is plenty of work done
in the research community on designing a reward system for
games [12]. However, we plan to stick to this simple system for our project and believe that this game will motivate
people to stay engaged in reading paragraphs of text. The
game construction is such that the players will be examining

• Scenario 3: Player 1 and player 2 collude on the
answers via a second communication channel
There are games like ESP [10] which prevent this by
randomly matching players against each other. Since
the players don’t really know who they are playing
against, such an attack is avoided. Our game is slightly
different. In ESP, if both the players match in their
guesses, they both win points. Thus it is very important to prevent player collusion in this case. In our
case, even if both the players cooperate, essentially it
would benefit just one player - the player who gets the
correct choices first. As per the rules we discussed earlier, if a player guesses correctly but does not come first
(which would hold for a tie as well), both the players
just get 0. Thus players would essentially need to agree
to play ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ in the colluded game. Secondly, even if players collude in this way, they would
just gain extra points. However, they are entered to
win the lottery based on their agreement with the majority vote, on their relevance assessment submissions
not the actual game score. Thus, this should not affect
the quality of their relevance assessment submissions.
Further players can save a miss on the relevance assessment by means of the points they have earned so
far. However, the penalty is quite large, so players
would need to play many rounds (at least 4 if they are
a hacker and 6 if they are a ninja) just to save a single miss. Thus they would need to collude for a long
stretch to see a substantial benefit.

the text several times, while trying to come up with creative
descriptions as well as when trying to match a description
with a paragraph. This can help in generating better quality of assessments. Further since players require a minimum
of 100 points to become capable of making relevance judgments, it can reduce instances of spamming. Spamming is
also reduced because a player needs to maintain a streak of
good judgments, before she is awarded. The fact that players will lose points if they make a wrong assessment ensures
that players do not become passive after accruing a certain
amount of points. The social networking effect where people
can relate their fun experiences to paragraph descriptions
as well as the broadcast of winners in the network can help
maintain popularity within the network.
In any game design, it is often difficult to balance the entertainment aspect with the fairness aspect. Ideally we would
like the game to be such that it does not allow players to
collude and cheat, since the original goal of the game was
to reduce cheating. Here we look at some typical scenarios, where are game may be vulnerable to cheaters, unfair
game-play and other weaknesses and discuss our defenses.
• Scenario 1: Player 1 is very slow while player
2 is quite fast. So player 2 may get bored and
quit the game Clearly this is a possible situation,
and also one we would like to avoid, since we do not
want players to lose interest in our game. As a first line
of defense, during the time when the player is waiting
for responses from the other player, we display the
interim screen (Figure 4). This is discussed in more
detail later, but basically it will prompt the player to
make the relevance assessments while waiting for the
second player to complete. This should mask some
of the latency. Moreover while we could not design a
way to include this in our prototype, the real game
will also have a timeout parameter. If any player fails
to respond by then, she will just concede that round
to her opponent, and the play will move on. If both
the players are inactive, the game will not take any
action. A player with more than two timeouts will
lose 100 points. We prefer this alternative to some
other choices - such as using a pre-recorded bot to play
against a player. This is because we believe that people
are much likely to enjoy playing with their friends. So
a pre-recorded bot may not hold the same appeal and
may also be easy to detect if it just gives canned replies
and is not designed carefully.
• Scenario 2: Player 1 writes irrelevant descriptions so that player 2 fails to match correctly
and player 1 always wins There is nothing implicit in our game that prevents this from happening.
We mainly depend on the fact that our game is played
within a friend group. Thus, people are generally less
likely to resort to such techniques. A person may soon
become unpopular in the network if her friends notice
such behavior often. Thus in the future, other players
from the network will be less willing to play with the
person. Also if no one is ready to play with the person, the person has no chance of winning free swag,
which is one of the main appeals of the game, as our
evaluation shows later.

• Scenario 4: Players may get bored, waiting for
the majority decision The relevance assessments
of the player are judged against the majority of the
assessments to decide if they are correct. Since it may
take a long time to get this majority dynamically, we
will typically rely on the latest stored majority assessment for a particular document. This stored value will
be updated periodically in the database, as more assessments become available.
There may be several other subtle caveats in our game
design. We believe that these can only be best realized
when the game is put open to the public. However, we
hope that this does address some of the more obvious
attacks against the fairness of the game.

3.

INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE

In this section, we describe the design of our prototype
for GRE UP. For prototyping we used the Keynote app
on Mac for designing the screens. For adding interactivity to our prototype, we used the Freemium version of Invision app 2 . Our game prototype is available online at
http://invis.io/281RS4H9W. Currently the prototype supports the common happy-path scenario through the game.
It does not encompass various invalid use cases. We also
created a short video demonstrating our game, which is also
available online 3 . In this section, we will focus on some of
the important aspects of the prototype.
One of the major goals of the game is that it should be very
easy and quick for people to sign up for the game. If they
2

http://www.invisionapp.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/
0B7QjpnRS1mpmdlFuRHhDTnhpV00/view?usp=sharing
3

have difficulty in signing up, they may likely not sign up at
all. Our homepage is therefore very simple and clutter-free
and allows the user to quickly locate the required option. A
screenshot of our homepage is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: GRE UP! Welcome screen

user if she or someone else in her network has just won a
lottery. This will help in increasing the motivation of the
users to play the game. Admins can also broadcast messages regarding policy changes, new upcoming prizes, etc.
At the bottom-right of the dashboard, we display a list of
friends, that are currently in the user’s group. A status is
displayed with the names, a ‘red’ indicating that the person
is not available online, whereas a ‘green’ indicating that the
person is online and available to play with. The list also displays the scores and the level for each friend. The user can
quickly type in the name of the friend she wants to play with
and click on the Invite to play button. Their friend will be
notified, and once they accept, the user will be notified that
the game is now ready to start. Again we have emphasized
on keeping the design as simple as possible. To give a feel
for the dashboard, we include the screenshot in Figure 2.
Once the game begins, both the players will be presented
with a screen(Figure 3) that has a paragraph and a small
text-box at the bottom, where they can type in their description of the paragraph. They can then click on next, to
move to the next paragraph. Once they have finished viewing and entering descriptions for all the three paragraphs,
they can send them to their opponent.

Once the user logs-in, she will be taken to her dashboard.
The dashboard has several important links that can help her
quickly navigate and perform a desired operation. For instance at the top-left of the screen, there are options to help
the user change their profile settings, access their account,
etc. The lotteries for which a user is currently entered as
well as her past winnings, will all be available through her
account. At the top-right of the screen, we have a message
board.

Figure 3: GRE UP : Entering a description for the
given paragraph

Figure 2: GRE UP! User dashboard

The message board is the means to communicate important
announcements to the user from the game administrators
(admin). However, it may also include messages from their
friends such as - ‘you played a fantastic game yesterday’.
The messages from the admin are generally to inform the

Once the player has submitted her descriptions, and is waiting for the responses from the opponent, we display an interim screen (Figure 4), where she can select the topics that
she felt were relevant to the three paragraphs she just read,
The user may select more than one topic or the option None
of the above, if she feels that none of the topics seem relevant to the read paragraphs. We could also provide the
same screen to the user once she has finished matching all
the descriptions from her opponent. The user could be asked
if she wants to make any changes to her previous choices.
This may help in boosting the overall accuracy of the task,
since by this time the user has likely read the same paragraph a greater number of times. Currently our prototype
does not reflect such a design, but we think it could be a
worthwhile addition.

4.

EVALUATION

Ideally the following two metrics would be used for evaluating our approach with respect to both RQ1 and RQ2. For
RQ1 compute the accuracy of the proposed method, given
the gold standard judgments from TREC and compare it
to those obtained by conventional crowdsourced techniques.
For RQ2 compare the percentage of cheat submissions in
the proposed model vs the conventional model, using the
definition in [4] where a player is regarded as cheating if
67% of his submissions disagree with the majority.

Figure 4: GRE UP : Making relevance assessments
for the given paragraphs.

Once the descriptions from the opponent are available, they
will be made available to the user, though of course in jumbled order. The screen (Figure 5) allows the user to navigate quickly between the three paragraphs and the three
descriptions, independently of each other. The user can select the sequence number of the paragraph, which she thinks
matches a particular clue. For example in the Figure 5, the
user has matched the currently displayed clue with the 2nd
paragraph, shown selected in green, at the bottom.

However, given the time constraint of a course project, we
believe that a complete implementation of the described
game is out of scope. As described earlier, we believe that
a game that is accepted popularly by the users is likely to
do well for both RQ1 and RQ2 [2]. Thus to evaluate our
project we conducted a usability survey - by allowing our
respondents to explore our interactive prototype. Our respondents were college students and served as a good representation of the actual population at which our game is
targeted. Analyzing their feedback on the utility, appeal
and other relevant aspects of our game serves as the current
evaluation of our game.

4.1

Usability Survey

We conducted an online survey with 103 university students
asking them about various aspects of the game. They were
provided with a brief description of our game and also shown
a video of the working prototype and then asked to answer
a few questions. We present the questions and the results
below.

4.2

How interested would you be in playing
GRE UP! ?

Figure 6 is a pie-chart depicting the statistics of the answers
obtained for the above question. When we asked students
whether they would be interested in playing our game, we
mostly got positive responses (65%). Only 12% of the students said they would not be interested. We believe this is
mostly due to the lack of proper understanding of the game
and/or limited exposure to the interface of the game. Some
students however, specifically mentioned that they did not
find any use for this type of game because they had already
taken the GRE.

4.3

Figure 5: GRE UP : Matching paragraphs to the
correct descriptions

During all the stages, the user is constantly shown her score
as well as her opponent’s score. There is also an option to
easily quit the game at any instant. After various stages,
such as after the user has submitted her relevance assessments or her matched paragraph-description pairs, there
will be a screen displaying the results. The complete walk
through can be seen via the prototype available online.

How often do you think you would find
yourself playing this game?

We noticed that we had mostly mixed views on how often
people would play this game. We attribute this to the fact
that this game is not universally appealing, meaning one
would not play such a game 24/7 because the purpose is
mostly limited. Maybe, expanding the motivation of the
game and not limiting it to just the GRE (and related exams) could help. We also feel that we may have obtained a
different perspective, had this game be carried out in a population where a majority of the respondents were not fluent
English speakers or struggled with English as a second language. A respondent for whom English is a second language
told us that the game would be very popular amongst students from his country.

4.5

What do you think about the idea of playing this game with your online friends?

65% of the students were for this idea. Of the 22% who
were neutral seemed to be confused if they would want to
play this game with known people or unknown users online.
Amongst some of the comments, we found that people sometimes preferred to play with random people - in case if none
of their friends were online - but they still wanted to play.
However, people also noticed that opening the game could
also increase the chances of unfairness, which we mentioned
earlier (Scenario 2). For instance one of the comments goes
as follows:

Figure 6: Interest in playing GRE UP!

‘I feel like there’s a potential for a player to leave ”troll” descriptions for paragraphs, similar to when people draw completely random objects in Draw Something. This could make
the game unsuitable for play against random strangers, and
might even make it frustrating within a friends circle’

Figure 7: Frequency of playing GRE UP!

4.4

How do you like the design of the game?

80 out of 103 students like the design of our game. Only
4 of them thought it was a bad design. People particularly
commented on the fact that they liked the colorful design,
especially some of the memes, that would be displayed on
the screen, whenever the player won the round.

Figure 8: Game Design

Figure 9: The idea of playing with online friends

4.6

How do you feel about the idea of winning
free swag through the course of the game?

As expected, this feature really attracts many players for
games. About 80% of the students were interested in winning free swag while playing.

Figure 10: Views on winning free swag

4.7

How do you feel about the idea of preparing for GRE for free using such a game?

We received mixed opinions on this one. Some students were
very enthusiastic about this aspect of the game and mentioned that they would play our game just for this. While,
others were discouraged by this as they felt like they were
being asked to study or do homework through a game. There
were a few users who weren’t sure how this game could really
help in GRE preparation. For instance, one of the comments
was:
‘It sounds more like homework than a game. Sorry :(’,
while another comment read:
‘I think the main benefit would be in actually getting people to
read (and hopefully think critically about?) several sections
of text, which they otherwise wouldn’t have done’.
Some other comments also said that they felt the game
would be a great exercise in deductive reasoning as well!

Figure 12: Diffculty level of the game

Overall, the survey results were very promising and in full
support of going ahead with the plan for implementing GRE
UP!. Many students were very interested in seeing more
developments in the game in the future and expressed their
willingness to play our game once it is out in the market.

5.

FUTURE WORK

While the project helped us to work on several interesting
game design issues, we believe that there are several issues
that we can realize only when the game is publicly released.
Here we describe our possible next steps:
• Implement the game from the prototype making sure
that the implementation remains faithful to the design
policies we discussed earlier
• We would like to test the implementation to see how
the various incentives and scoring schemes in the game
affect player behavior.
• Since we would now have a working implementation,
we would like to compare the quality of our relevance
assessments against the usual methods of crowdsourced
relevance assessments, as well as against gold-standard
human judges and see how our method fares against
them.

Figure 11: Views on the game helping GRE preparation

6.

4.8

How do you find the difficulty level of the
game?

It was very rewarding to learn that only 15% of our users
found the game to be difficult. We believe this percentage could be further reduced by refining the description of
our game and by letting users actually play the game, once
fully developed. However, one of the students did complain
that the rules were too complicated to understand and that
this discouraged him from playing. We think that this issue
may be easy to mitigate by designing a more understandable
demo on the game website.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we discussed our experience in designing a
crowdsourced game that would help in making better quality
relevance assessments. The major goal of our project was to
design a game that would encourage players to make better
quality relevance assessments, by making workers entertainmentdriven rather than money driven. The goal was also to reduce the number of cheat submissions and make the work
more appealing by setting it in a social network environment.
To this end, we described the design of GRE UP! - a crowdsourced game that will motivate users to perform relevance
assessments by offering them the advantage of improving
their language comprehension skills, while also socializing
with friends and having the opportunity of winning free

swag. We discussed the yin and yang of various policies
in our game design.
Finally, to evaluate our game, we designed an interactive
prototype and performed a usability survey amongst more
than 100 college students. Our results are fairly encouraging
and show that GRE UP! might have a good potential of
improving the quality of crowdsourced relevance assessments
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